
Skills Checklist - Level 4 
SUU ORPT 2000

ACA Training Title: Canyon Rescue

OBJECTIVE: Provide students with the skills needed to conduct basic companion rescue.

STUDENT’S NAME: ____________________________________________________

ASSESSOR’S NAME: ____________________________________________________

RECOMMENDATION: ____ PASS       ____ CONDITIONAL PASS       ____ NO PASS

DATE SCORE

Demonstrate an understanding of how various rigging and belay systems can 
facilitate or hinder rescue.

Demonstrate basic understanding of mechanical advantage systems using 
pulleys for hauling. Understand how various haul systems can increase or 
decrease the load held by the anchor.

Demonstrate various ways to create a Progress Capture Device (PCD) for 
hauling systems.

Demonstrate proper bottom belay. Transition from providing a bottom belay to 
lowering for an incapacitated person who is on rappel.

Lower a person using a hands free backup (i.e. friction hitch).

Demonstrate use of simple lift-shift systems to help someone on rappel free 
stuck gear.

Convert static single rope rigging (e.g. block) to lower. Use hands free backup 
(i.e. friction hitch) when lowering.

Convert static twin rope rigging (e.g stone knot) to lower. Use hands free 
backup (i.e. friction hitch) when lowering.

Convert tail-up rigging (e.g. fiddlestick) to lower utilizing rescue rope. Use 
hands free backup (i.e. friction hitch) when lowering.
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Recommendations After Training

• Students should continue practicing rescue skills in low-risk conditions, such as on a low 
angle slab or on high-angle faces with a top-rope belay provided by a competent belayer. 
Rescue skills are skills we know we need to learn, but pray we never need to use. We must 
have the discipline to practice the skills so we can draw upon them in those rare moments 
when they are needed.

Demonstrate cut and lower rescue system utilizing rescue rope for someone 
stuck on a rope that is rigged double-strand. Use hands free backup (i.e. 
friction hitch) when lowering.

Demonstrate an assisted rappel, including the use of a self-belay.

Perform a pick-off rescue of a person stuck on rope utilizing a second rescue 
rope, including the use of a self-belay.

Perform a pick-off rescue of a person stuck on rope without utilizing a second 
rescue rope, descending the subject’s tensioned rope. Include the use of a 
self-belay.

Demonstrate from-the-bottom-rescue, ascending the subject’s rope from 
below, passing the person to a position above them, then lowering them to 
the ground.

Demonstrate the use of guide line, track line or tag line when hauling or 
lowering to hold subject away from the wall.

Demonstrate improvised patient carries that utilize one carrier and multiple 
carriers.

DATE SCORE
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